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Abstract:The increase in the number of users in a cellular network decreases the efficiency of the service provider. Array 

antenna improves the coverage, capacity and transmission quality of the system. Smart antenna system with digital signal 

processor has the capability to attain the gain and beam width for linear array in a desired direction. In this work, we analyze 

and compare linear arrays with 50 and 100 elements with different element spacing to achieve a narrow beam width. It was 

found that the spacing between the elements with number of elements is essential in determining the gain and First Null Beam 

Width (FNBW). For 50 numbers of element the gain is obtained as 17.3dB for a spacing 0.75λ and for 100 elements the gain is 

20.38dB for a range of 0.6λ  to0.75λ. 

1. Introduction 

Transmission of signal requires an efficient system. Antenna plays an important role to transmit and receive 

the signal. Basically an antenna is defined as a device through which radio frequency energy is coupled from the 

transmitter to the free space and free space to the receiver. 

With the sudden increase in the number of mobile devices for different application, the necessity of enhanced 

coverage, improved capacity, and better transmission quality has also increased. However, power and bandwidth 

have remained costly. Though mobile devices are now available in low power consuming variety, narrow 

bandwidth is one of the major drawbacks for the system to achieve higher data speed. To increase the bandwidth, 

array antenna is used in different application. Array antenna is responsible for increase in signal strength, high 

directivity, low side lobes, high SNR and high gain. 

Space Division Multiple Access (SDMA) is used for increasing the capacity of the wireless network. SDMA 

based system utilize the smart antenna system. In reality antennas are not smart. The digital signal processing 

capability along with the system makes them smart.  The 70’s era emphasized the concept of adaptive antenna 

array. It has its own application in the field of military radar system. The new generation has low cost digital 

signal processor and innovative software based processing technique to make smart antenna available 

commercially. The fundamental behind the smart antenna is to improve the performance of the system by 

increasing the gain in a particular direction. The main lobe of the antenna beam pattern is pointed towards the 

desired users with a narrow beam width. Different antenna elements are combining with the signal processing 

capability to optimize the radiation response. This concept is initially used in wireless system where sectoring was 

used to enhance the coverage area. Sectoring reduced the interference but responsible for increasing the number of 

hand off. Adaptive array antenna also known as diversity antenna is used to reduce the hand off between beams 

(Winters, 1998). Wideband smart antennas for wireless communication systems can be realized using three main 

fundamental approaches: (i) space-time signal processing, (ii) spatial-frequency signal processing and (iii) spatial 

signal processing (beam forming) (Oluwole et al, 2017). 

A switched beam system or phased beam system has a beam-switching hybrid coupler with a phase difference 

in the output of the arms and the antenna array (Elhiwairis et al, 2011). In this system, highly sensitive multiple 

fixed beams are formed. After the signal strength is detected, one from the several fixed beams is chosen and 

switching between beams caters to the changing demands in the sector. Using an adaptive beam forming 

technique or adaptive array technique, it becomes possible to direct maximum radiation towards the desired 

mobile user and to introduce nulls at interfering positions (Ameen et al, 2017).   

 

 

In this paper, the linear arrays are evaluated   on the basis of the number of elements and the distance between 

the elements for beam forming. The paper is further organized into following sections: section 2, describes the 

previous works in the related area; section 3, represents the system description for the study; section 4, discusses 

the results and lastly, section 5, summarized the finding of this work. 
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2. Literature Survey 

As wireless communication require higher capacity with lower interference, antenna beam forming with smart 

antenna increases the carrier to interference ratio in wireless link. Digital enhanced cordless telecommunication is 

a solution for WLL based communication system. It has degraded performance in multipath propagation. To 

overcome this smart antenna was used with a specified design and associated signal processing. The direction of 

arrival was estimated using two algorithms (Razavilar, 1999; Alam, 2010). For wide band in wireless system 

different signal processing were used with smart antenna. The spatial signal processing also termed as beam 

forming decreases the interference and estimates the DOA of the array. The BER performance of the smart 

antenna was analyzed to get an accurate approximation of the error probability. Both the Rayleigh and Rician 

fading multipath channels were considered to calculate the average probability of error (Oluwole et al, 2017; 

Haddad, 2010). 

         Different methods were proposed to control the antenna array for beam forming and element spacing. A 

comparative study of variable step size normalized LMS algorithm , Simple Matrix Inversion with Recursive 

Least Square(SMI-RLS) and Least Mean Square with Recursive Least Square(LMS-RLS) was presented for 

adaptive antenna array used in cellular communication. The methods are useful for reducing the error floor and 

quicker convergence as compared to LMS and NLMS algorithm (Aghdam, et al, 2016; Roy et al, 2016; Ismail et 

al, 2020). A Chaotic beam forming adaptive algorithm based on optimization of LMS algorithm using Chaos 

theory was used for adaption of antenna array radiation pattern. The radiation pattern of linear and circular array 

was analyzed for different types of input containing noisy reference signals. The algorithm was used for antenna 

array having less number of elements (Jovanović et al, 2016). Another method known as spatio temporal based 

approach was proposed for improvement of the performance of LMS, NLMS and VSLMS. The system was 

assumed to be time varying and the direction of arrival (DoA) was estimated by MUSIC algorithm . To reduce the 

computational complexity low complexity DoA estimation algorithm was anticipated (Shirvani et al, 2016).  For 

steering the radiation pattern nulls towards the desired signal direction and to achieve a desired low SLL an 

iterative adaptive beam forming algorithm was studied. The algorithm has the ability to respond immediately in 

the real time (Gravas et al, 2019). Another robust and improved null-widening approach combining adaptive 

variable diagonal loading and covariance matrix taper was analyzed in (Li et al, 2017). Authors also reviewed and 

evaluated analytical techniques of adaptive beam forming systems, level of system performance, optimization 

approaches and relevant parameters for the deployment of smart antenna (Oluwole et al, 2018).Moth flame 

optimization for improving far field radiation, adaptive null introducing algorithm for digital and non digital beam 

forming studied and evaluated for smart antenna system (Das et al, 2018; Nayeri et al., 2018 )[17,18]. The 

methods were useful for enhancing the performance of LMS and reducing the SLL by maintaining a narrow 

FNBW. Another optimization technique known as Grey Wolf Optimization (GWO) was proposed for beam 

forming to achieve optimal beam pattern with maximum side lobe reduction. With the increase in number of 

elements a better beam pattern and with the increase in the distance between the elements a narrow beam width is 

achieved with a more side lobe numbers (Mohsin et al, 2020). 

 

3. System Design 

The antenna array used for smart antenna system required increased gain, narrow beam width and minimum 

side lobes. The enhancement in gain and focus on directional beam is achieved by changing some of the 

parameters of the system such as  number of antenna elements (N), spacing between the element(d) and steering 

angle(𝜃 ) . But we cannot modify two parameters simultaneously and to minimize the side lobes we need 

appropriate windowing function. 

 

In this work, analysis is done to find the relationship of the gain and the beam width with the number of the 

elements and the spacing between the elements. The Hamming window function was applied to power pattern to 

reduce the number of side lobes. 
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Figure.1. A smart antenna system (Kitindi et al, 2015) 

Figure. 1 represents a smart antenna system. It consists of array antenna with adaptive signal processor. The 

processor is used to phase shift the steering of beam towards the direction arrival of the signal. 

To calculate the gain of the array, at first the power radiated due to the array must be calculated. But the 

power calculation depends on the electric field of the array. For the computation we have to find out the electric 

field due to single element and multiply with the array factor (AF). Array factor is defined as a parameter which 

depends on the position of the elements of the array relative to the feed point.  

Electric field due to array= [E (single element at ref point)] x [AF]                                (1) 

Electric field due to a single element at the reference point is described as [21]: 

𝐸1 = 𝑎�̂�𝑗𝜂
𝑘𝐼0𝑒−𝑗𝑘𝑟

4𝜋𝑟
                                                                                                              (2) 

The array factor (AF) for N-element linear array with uniform distance and uniform excitation amplitude is 

given by (Stutzman, 2012): 

𝐴𝐹 = exp [j ψ
N−1

2
] [sin (

𝜓𝑁

2
) sin (

𝜓

2
)⁄ ]                                                                               (3) 

𝜓 = 𝑘𝑑 cos(𝜃) +   𝛽                                                                                                           (4) 

The radiated power, P(θ, φ), can be calculated by [40] 

𝑃(𝜃, 𝜑) =
1

2𝜂
{𝑅𝑒 ∬ (|𝐸𝜃|2 + |𝐸𝜑|

2
) 𝑟2 sin 𝜃 𝑑𝜃𝑑𝜑}      (5) 

The gain function is used to calculate the gain which is given by [21] 

𝐺(𝜃, 𝜑) =
4𝜋 × 𝑃(𝜃,𝜑)

𝑃𝑖𝑛
                 (6) 

Where P (θ, φ) is the actual power radiated in direction (θ, φ) and Pin is the total accepted power. 

The above relation describes the gain of an antenna array depends on number of elements and spacing 

between them. 

 The Beam width of the main lobe is defined as the angle from which majority of the antenna power radiates.  

As gain is related to power efficiency and the directivity of antenna, it is also closely related to the beam width. 

The presence of side lobes is a major contributor to the interference occurring in the antenna array systems. A 

reduction in the side lobe level decreases the interference from the unwanted direction and helps in increasing the 

gain of the main lobe by the law of conservation of energy.  

An array of N antenna elements (N = 50, 100) that are arranged linearly with a distance d wavelengths 

ranging from 0.5 λ to0.8 λ is considered here. The steering angle θ has been varied from -90 degrees to +90 

degrees. Two experiments were conducted: varying N with d and θ and varying d with N and θ constant. The 

antenna gain pattern was plotted with respect to the steering angle. 
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4. Results and Discussion 

 
 

Fig. 1.Antenna gain pattern in dB with N=50, 

d=0.5λ, θ =0 degrees 
 

Fig. 2.Antenna gain pattern in dB with N=50, d=0.6λ, θ =0 

degrees 
 

  
Fig. 3Antenna gain pattern in dB with N=50, d=0.75λ, 

θ =0 degree 

 

 

 

Fig. 4Antenna gain pattern in dB with N=50, d=0.8λ, θ 

=0 degrees 

 

 
 

Fig. 5Antenna gain pattern in dB with N=10, d=0.5λ, 

θ =0 degrees 

 

Fig. 6Antenna gain pattern in dB with N=100, d=0.68λ, 

θ =0 degrees 
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Fig. 7Antenna gain pattern in dB with N=100 d=0.75λ, 

θ =0 degrees 

 

Fig. 8Antenna gain pattern in dB with N=100, d=0.8λ, θ 

=0 degrees 

 

5.Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose a geo-aware graph partitioning method named heterogeneous adaptive heuristics to 

minimize the inter-DC data transfer time of graph processing jobs in geo-distributed DCs while satisfying the 

WAN usage budget. Proposed model incorporates two optimization phases. While the first phase utilizes the one 

pass streaming graph partitioning method to reduce inter-DC data traffic size when assigning edges to different 

DCs, the second phase identifies network bottlenecks and refines graph partitioning accordingly. The experiment 

results on both real geo-distributed DCs and with simulations have demonstrated that proposed is effective in 

reducing the inter-DC data transfer time with a low runtime overhead. As future work, we plan to extend our 

techniques to other graph processing models, experiment on graphs with larger sizes and heterogeneous 

computing environments with GPUs 
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